
JOOL’S DEEP DIVE INTO ACTIVITY - SESSION 2

What’s Your Why?

WHAT CAN EXERCISE DO FOR YOU IN THE PRESENT MOMENT?

What are your goals for being physically active?  
Weight loss? Health benefits? Improved quality of life? 
Whatever your long term goals are, let’s look at just this 
week. What’s the value for you in exercising this week? 
Maybe you want to reduce stress or enjoy the mental 

downtime exercise can provide. Write down your long 
term and short term exercise goals, what activities  
you can do to reach them and why you want to do that  
activity. Use this table as a guide.

CHALLENGE #2 

LONG TERM GOALS SHORT TERM GOALS  
(THIS WEEK)

ACTIVITY IDEAS AND WHY 
(EX. FOCUS ON EMOTION  
AND HOW YOU’LL  FEEL  

AFTERWARDS.)

Overall health Reduce stress Yoga - I enjoy the feeling the after 
yoga zen

E = E2 (Exercise = Energy Squared) 
It seems kind of counterintuitive 
to think that exercising might be 
the solution when you’re feeling 
physically low on energy. In many 
instances, though, this is absolutely 
the case. Yes, you’re expending  
energy to get up and move, but 
you’re also tapping into energy 
reserves that are just itching  
for action.

Stress has lots of immediate physi-
cal effects, like increased heart rate 
and blood pressure, that can be 
useful in a pinch but over time can 
be damaging. What to do? One 
very good response is to, quite liter-
ally, “take flight.” Move. Walk. Run. 
Swim. Bike. The stress response is 
saying fight of flight. We say opt for 
the latter to burn off that adrenaline 
– along with a bunch of calories.

“The blues” “Feeling down” – lots of 
people struggle to some degree, at 
some point in their lives, with mood 
management. It’s not uncommon 
but it’s also something that, in its 
less entrenched forms -- responds 
very favorably to physical activity. 
Finding ways to move, to get up 
and go, to play when feeling low, 
introduces immediate positive 
changes to the situation. 

ENERGY UP MOODRUN FROM
STRESS


